Evolution of cell resistance, threshold voltage and crystallization temperature during cycling of line-cell phase-change random access memory
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Doped SbTe phase change (PRAM) line cells produced by e-beam lithography were cycled 100 million times. During cell cycling the evolution of many cell properties were monitored, in particular the crystalline and amorphous resistance, amorphous resistance drift exponent, time-dependent threshold voltage, threshold voltage as a function of RESET pulse height, crystallization temperature, and activation energy of crystal growth. The power of the present approach is that all these properties were measured simultaneously during the life of single cells. The evolution of the cell properties can be summarized by (i) an initialization phase characterized by settle-in effect of the material surrounding the programmable region, (ii) a usable life phase where initially the cell properties remain fairly constant until after \( \sim 5 \times 10^5 \) cycles decomposition of the programmed region caused degradation of the cell properties, and (iii) finally an end of life phase where the cell is stuck in the SET state after typically \( 10^7 \) cycles. Although generally the threshold voltage is directly related to the amorphous resistance it was found that during cycling this relation is not constant but evolved as well. Instead, the crystallization temperature could be linked to the threshold voltage throughout the complete life cycle of the cell which could lead to new insights to the nature of the threshold event. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3603025]

I. INTRODUCTION

Phase change random access memory (PRAM) is considered to be one of the most promising candidates for future non-volatile memories. Its application ranges from mass data storage to embedded memories in, for instance, smart cards and automotive integrated circuits. For the embedded memories the so-called line-cell geometry was proposed by NXP. Line-cells typically have a larger foot print compared to vertical cells (Ovonic universal memory, OUM) and are thus less suitable for mass data storage. However for embedded memory applications this is compensated by the minimum impact on a standard CMOS process: Only three additional lithographic steps are necessary. Furthermore, due to the planar geometry the programming current scales with the phase change layer thickness and linewidth, rather than with the minimum lithography feature size only. Although sub-lithographic features are possible and will most likely be mandatory for mass data storage applications, the easy processability and reduction of energy consumption with layer thickness make line-cells an ideal candidate for low-cost applications where less memory density is not critical.

PRAM exploits the large (three to four orders of magnitude) difference in electrical resistance of the amorphous and crystalline states of phase-change materials, which are renowned for their extremely fast crystallization kinetics at high temperatures and stability at operating temperatures. A fast, high-energy pulse transforms the crystalline cell into an amorphous state by melt-quenching. The crystalline state can be recovered by applying a longer low-energy pulse that heats the cell, optimally below the melting temperature. The higher mobility of the atoms allows crystallization of the amorphous region during the pulse. This can also be performed fast, within 100 ns, but not as fast as melt-quenching that can in principle be performed with subpicoseconds pulses.

The amorphous phase displays peculiar properties such as threshold switching and temporal drift of the resistance and threshold voltage of the amorphous phase that are critical for the PRAM behavior. The threshold event by itself does not crystallize the cell and has been explained in literature by either an electrical switching phenomenon related to trap kinetics and electron recombination or to the creation of crystalline filaments. In the absence of crystal growth and nucleation, which is predominant at elevated temperatures, the amorphous resistance continuously increases (drift) as a function of time even at room temperature. This is ideal for a memory based on two distinct stable states since (in the absence of crystallization) the read window improves in time. However for multilevel memory applications based on programming the cell to different amorphous states within the continuum of three to four orders of magnitude this creates the possibility that one state drifts into the resistance window of the next state. The temporal drift of the threshold voltage, which also corresponds to a continuous increase with time, can complicate the operation of...
PRAM. Therefore it is imperative that the maximum expected value does not exceed the operation voltage of the memory.

Accurate knowledge and understanding of these phenomena and the critical properties of non-volatile memories, including data retention (archive stability), program settings (voltages and currents needed to switch between the two or multilevel states of the memory) and cyclability (endurance), are essential for the PRAM technology. Published line cell endurance is currently limited to one hundred million cycles.\textsuperscript{14} Within this limit all the other properties of the memory should ideally be independent of the cycle number. In this work we show detailed results on the evolution of memory cell characteristics during cycling. We measured the resistances, resistance drift, threshold voltage, threshold-voltage drift, crystallization temperature, and activation energy for crystallization during cycling. The uniqueness and novelty of the present work is that all these properties have been obtained simultaneously for a single cell with excellent reproducibility when repeating for several cells. Generally the evolution of a single property, like the threshold voltage, with cell cycling is measured.\textsuperscript{8} This enables us, to determine more accurately the interdependencies of several parameters.

Here, we demonstrate the usefulness of this approach by showing that during cycling the threshold voltage and crystallization temperature of the phase-change material both decrease and follow a remarkable similar evolution. Generally, it is assumed and also demonstrated\textsuperscript{8} that the threshold voltage and the amorphous phase resistance are linked in a rigid way. We show that in our measurements the amorphous resistance is not the dominating factor for predicting the threshold voltage. We relate the decrease in threshold voltage and crystallization temperature as cycling progresses to decomposition of the phase-change material. Finally the cell becomes stuck in the (crystalline) SET state after typically 10 to 100 million cycles.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Phase change line cells of dimension $15 \times 75 \times 225 \text{ nm}^3$ were produced by e-beam lithography (see TEM image in Fig. 1). The devices were fabricated on (100) Si wafers with a 500 nm grown thermal oxide layer. First, TiW bottom electrodes are deposited and patterned by standard optical lithography. Subsequently an oxide layer is deposited and the surface is planarized by a chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) step. After CMP, the TiW electrodes were cleaned by an \emph{in situ} sputter etch after which a 15 nm doped SbTe phase change layer was sputter deposited at room temperature. Single line cells are then patterned by e-beam lithography and Ar plasma etching, using a hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) hard mask and then passivated by oxide. More processing details can be found elsewhere\textsuperscript{15}

Wafer pieces containing cells are mounted on a ceramic plate with built-in heating filament and thermocouple allowing for a fast and accurate control of the cell temperature. The temperature is controlled with a PID controller and a controllable DC power supply connected to the heating filament. The temperature is kept stable to $\pm 0.1 \text{ \degree C}$.

The total measurement setup is schematically depicted in Fig. 2(d). Contact to the cell was made by a custom built dual probe needle system with a 3.2 k\textOmega series resistor connected close to the needle. This series resistor limits the SET current after the threshold event and simulates the selection transistor in a memory. A Tektronix AFG3102 arbitrary function generator was used as a pulse generator which can produce any combination (and shape) of SET, RESET and read pulses with pulse edges down to 4 ns. Pulse voltage and currents were monitored by an Agilent DSO6052 A digital storage oscilloscope which also provides 50 \textOmega termination. The cell resistance was measured accurately with a Keithley 2601 source meter. An RF switch selects between the current channel of the oscilloscope and the source meter [Fig. 2(d)].

A complete switching cycle consists \emph{either} of a single RESET [see Fig. 2(a)] and SET pulse [see Fig. 2(b)], where the cell resistance is measured with the source meter after both the RESET and the SET pulse, or \emph{or} a single RESET-read-SET-read pulse sequence [see Fig. 2(c)], where a complete cycle is performed with a single programmed pulse from the arbitrary function generator which can be repeated up to a million times.

A. Accurate RESET/SET cycle

After a single RESET pulse [Fig. 2(a)] the resistance is measured for 10 s as a function of time with exponentially increasing intervals after the RESET event (inset of Fig. 3(a)). It is a well known fact that the amorphous resistance exhibits a time dependence.\textsuperscript{8} It increases (drifts) in time and follows a well established power law $R_t = R_0 \left( \frac{t}{t_0} \right)^\alpha$ where $R_0$ is the resistance at $t_0 = 1 \text{ s}$ after RESET and $\alpha$ is an empirical power law coefficient.\textsuperscript{8} From the resistance measurements both $R_1$ and $\alpha$ were obtained. After the 10 s drift the arbitrary function generator is reprogrammed and a single SET pulse [Fig. 2(b)] crystallizes the cell. The SET pulse has long (200 ns) leading and trailing edges. The long leading edge allows for a measurement of threshold voltage. The current increases suddenly during the threshold event (faster than the measurement limit of our equipment). The 200 ns trailing edge avoids large capacitive currents related to the $\sim \text{pF}$ stray capacitance of the
probe system. As the temperature of the cell during the SET pulse is close to (but below) the melting temperature, a capacitive current from a sharp edge (in the mA range) can lead to parasitic RESET. In a real memory application these leading and trailing edges are not necessary because capacitive currents of the selection transistor are orders of magnitude smaller.

B. Fast RESET/SET cycle

The previous accurate single cycle is only practical for tens or maybe hundreds of cycles as the resistance measure-
C. Isochronal crystallization

The cycle experiment was periodically interrupted to perform one or more isochronal crystallization measurements. The cell is made amorphous with a single RESET pulse. The resistance is measured for 1000 s to allow the cell to drift. The temperature is then increased with a constant ramp rate and the resistance is measured at constant temperature intervals until the cell is crystallized (i.e., when the resistance drops below 10 kΩ). The temperature is returned to 25.0 °C by passive cooling.

The activation energy for crystal growth was obtained from isochronal crystallization measurements with varying ramp rates (ranging from 1 to 60 K/min) employing the so-called Kissinger analysis. Between each thermal measurement 10 fast cycles, with identical pulse settings as the general cycling experiment, were performed to bring the cell back to the same state as after cycling (named hereafter by imprint removal cycle). The imprint removal cycle between the temperature ramps are applied to ensure that the cell had the same value of $R_1$ and $X$ for each temperature measurement, i.e., to avoid variations in the retention parameters due to partial crystallization after the isochronal measurement.

D. Threshold voltage measurement

Apart from the threshold voltage measurement performed automatically during the general cycle experiment a separate more elaborate measurement of the threshold voltage was performed at various cycle numbers.

The threshold voltage was measured as a function of delay time: Short delay times ranging between 2.3 and 43 μs were obtained by programming a RESET – read – SET – read pattern into the arbitrary function generator. Longer delay times were obtained from a single RESET and SET pulse from ∼5 to 1000 s after the RESET pulse.

Also, the threshold voltage as a function of the RESET pulse height was measured: After a RESET pulse, varying in pulse height, the resistance is measured for 100 s. The cell is then switched back to the crystalline state with a SET pulse from which the threshold voltage is obtained. Between each single threshold voltage measurement an imprint removal cycle was applied.

III. RESULTS

A. RESET/SET resistance

The life cycle of the line cells analyzed for the used program settings are shown in Fig. 3(a), demonstrating that the cells can be switched 10 to 100 million times. The life cycle consists of an initialization phase and a usable life phase until the cell becomes stuck in the SET state [see Fig. 3(a)].

During the initialization phase the amorphous resistance $R_1$ increases about an order of magnitude from the first to about one hundred cycles. This is accompanied by a measured drop of the drift coefficient $X$ from 0.075 ± 0.007 to 0.04 ± 0.01 during the first 100 cycles [see Fig. 3(b)].

A strong increase of the SET resistance from about 1.3 to 10 kΩ followed by a decrease to ∼2 kΩ was observed during the initialization phase [Fig. 3(a)].

The usable life phase is characterized by quite stable cell parameters up to about $3.3 \times 10^5$ followed by a strong drop in amorphous resistance on a log scale of cycling. Although the amorphous resistance drops significantly the cell can still be switched. Finally the cell can only be brought to the amorphous state by applying a larger magnitude RESET pulse which is recognized here as the end of life phase.

An important observation is that the current during the RESET pulse was not related to the crystalline resistance prior to the pulse. Figure 2(a) shows that the oscilloscope traces from the nine RESET pulses taken at fixed intervals during cycling overlap considerably. The fact that the pulse voltage traces overlap is trivial but this is not the case for the pulse current traces. Although the crystalline resistance continuously decreases from about 2 to 1 kΩ during the lifetime, the RESET current was 1.1 mA throughout. This translates to an invariable cell resistance of 1.2 kΩ during melting which was the same for each cell presented in Fig. 3.

B. Threshold voltage

The measured threshold voltage as a function of the number of switching cycles is shown in Fig. 4(a). After about 100 cycles the threshold voltage dropped considerably. Figure 2(a) shows that during the initialization phase the threshold event occurred during the flat part of the SET pulse shortening the crystallization time. This shorter crystallization time could in fact simply explain the higher SET resistances during this phase as partial crystallization. But successive SET pulses were applied after the threshold event when the SET resistance exceeded 10 kΩ to fully crystallize the cell. However these pulses did not lead to a lower resistance, i.e., did not fully crystallize the amorphous mark.

During the usable life phase the threshold voltage is nearly constant up to around $10^5$ cycles and then starts to decrease significantly. Figure 4(a) also nicely demonstrates that the threshold voltage observed during the SET pulse is dependent on how much time passed after the RESET pulse. The longer the time after the RESET pulse the higher the threshold voltage. This holds for each individual line cell, but does not hold beyond $10^5$ cycles when comparing the different cells. This gives Fig. 4(a) a somewhat chaotic appearance beyond $10^5$ cycles. However, also in Fig. 3(a) it is observed that some cells show a more rapid decrease in amorphous resistance with cycling than others. Therefore it is interesting to correlate the threshold voltage with the amorphous resistance for the (seven) line cells during their life. The result is shown in Fig. 4(b). The various phases during the life of the line cells can be readily discerned. In the initialization phase the amorphous resistance clearly increases and the threshold voltage slightly decreases. During the usable life phase, the threshold voltage and amorphous resistance drop until finally the cell is stuck in the SET state. An interesting observation is that the data are not chaotic anymore beyond $10^5$ cycles. For all cells the threshold voltage 2.3 μs and 11 s after the RESET pulse are now well separated. The threshold voltage and amorphous resistance show a dependence that appears to consist of two linear regimes [Fig. 4(b)]. This observation can be explained...
by two separate processes taking place during the evolution (degradation) of properties induced by cycling.

To gain more understanding on the evolution and behavior of the threshold voltage a more elaborate measurement was performed twice per decade of cycling from $10^3$ cycles on. This measurement could not be performed earlier during cycling due to the amount of cycles required for the measurement. Also, as the material properties change quite significantly during the initial 100 cycles such a measurement would generate artifacts caused by the change of properties during the measurement.

Figure 5 shows the time dependence of the threshold voltage after the RESET pulse. The threshold voltage was either measured with a single RESET—read—SET—read pulse or by a single RESET and SET pulse with altered delay time. The total time scale spans nine orders of magnitude. Figure 5 shows that the threshold voltage as a function of time after RESET can be properly fitted with a power law (solid lines) similar to the resistance drift:8

$$V_T = V_{T0} + \Delta V_T \left( \frac{t}{t_0} \right)^v,$$

This power law was proposed by Ielmini et al.9 and is based on a linear dependence between the threshold voltage and amorphous resistance:8,9

$$V_T = V_{T0} + \gamma \times R,$$

where $\gamma$ is a fitting parameter. A natural consequence of Eq. 1(b) is that the coefficient of resistance drift and threshold drift necessarily must have the same value. Therefore the threshold drift coefficient $v$ was set equal to the resistance drift coefficient $\alpha$, obtained from the resistance drift measurements prior to the threshold event, and the parameters $V_{T0}$ and $\Delta V_T$ were fitted to the data (also $t_0 = 1$ s was used). The (left) inset of Fig. 5 shows that both $v$ and $\Delta V_T$ remained fairly constant during cycling: $(0.041 \pm 0.002)$ and $0.40 \pm 0.05$ V, respectively. However, $V_{T0}$ dropped from 1.7 to 0.8 V and follows the general evolution of the threshold voltage of Fig. 4(a). The biggest drop in $\Delta V_T$ occurred between $3.3 \times 10^5$ and $3.3 \times 10^6$.
cycles. As the cell continued to be cycled to $3.3 \times 10^7$ the value of $\Delta V_T$ continued to decrease until finally at $1.0 \times 10^8$ cycles the cell was stuck in the SET state.

Our data can also be fitted with the same degree of accuracy to a linear increase of the threshold voltage on a logarithmic time scale (dashed lines) explained by a theoretical model proposed by Karpov et al.:\textsuperscript{10}

$$V_T = V_{T0} + v \times \ln \left( \frac{t}{t_0} \right).$$

(2)

This model explains the increase of threshold voltage by a random double well potential of a metastable disordered atomic structure of a glass. Here the values of $V_{T0}$ and the threshold drift coefficient $v$ are fitted to the data. The (right) inset in Fig. 5 clearly shows that both $V_{T0}$ and $v$ evolve during cycling. $V_{T0}$ which is the threshold voltage at $t_0 = 1$ s, clearly drops significantly which can be expected. However, to keep the slope of the linear fit on log time (fairly) constant $v$ has to increase by an equal amount. A direct consequence is that according to this model the resistance drift, which remains very constant during cycling, does not follow the evolution of the threshold drift coefficient which doubles.

Furthermore, unlike the amorphous resistance that depends directly on a power law, the threshold voltage dependence in both models has the additive constant $V_{T0}$. Due to this constant both the models of Ielmini and Karpov produce very similar results. We expect that a threshold voltage measurement as a function of delay time of at least eleven decades of time are required on cells with high values of $x$ ($>0.07$) before the validity of either model can be proven on the basis of such a direct measurement. The fit based on the power law (solid line in Fig. 5) is surprisingly similar to the fit based on a linear increase with log time. Therefore no preference between the models can be made on the basis of the accuracy of our data. However, the model of Ielmini [Eq. (1a)] predicts the evolution of only $V_{T0}$ while the other fit parameter $\Delta V_T$ remains fairly constant. The model of Karpov [Eq. (2)] on the other hand implies an evolution of two parameters namely $V_{T0}$ and the threshold drift coefficient $v$ which we consider to be contradictory to the evolution of the resistance drift.

C. Threshold voltage and resistance as a function of pulse height

The threshold voltage and amorphous resistance were measured as a function of RESET pulse height ranging between 3.6 and 6 V (see Fig. 6). RESET pulses with pulse heights lower than 3.6 V were applied, but were unable to bring the cell to the RESET state. This is interesting as it shows that these cells are immediately programmed to a state $>10^8$ $\Omega$ without going into unstable lower resistance intermediate states. The limiting value of 6 V was chosen to avoid damage to the cell. After each individual SET pulse an imprint removal cycle was applied to avoid influencing the next measurement.

During the first $3.3 \times 10^5$ cycles the cell behavior was very consistent [Fig. 6(a)]. For pulse heights up to 4.5 V the amorphous resistance increases slightly with pulse height and a decrease in amorphous resistance is observed for pulses larger than 4.5 V. However, the threshold voltage continuously increases with the RESET pulse height leading to the slight, but significant and not yet reported, inverse relation between threshold voltage and amorphous resistance beyond 4.5 V. This inverse relation between the amorphous resistance and threshold voltage can be considered to be an overprogramming artifact related to these cells.

Lacaita \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{18} have observed a linear relation between the amorphous resistance and threshold voltage across a large range (more than an order of magnitude difference) in

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) The amorphous resistance was measured for different pulse heights at different cycle numbers. (b) The threshold voltage was measured by applying a SET pulse after the amorphous resistance was monitored for 100 s [see (a)]. Some (low resistance) data points from (a) did not result in a threshold voltage measurement as the cell switched back while latching the RF relay or reprogramming the arbitrary function generator. This shows that the lower resistance states are inherently unstable and can be affected by very small spurious transients.
resistance values. The extrapolation of the threshold voltage to zero amorphous resistance gives the value of $V_{T0}$ on which the model of Ielmini et al. is based [Eq. (1a) and (1b)]. Therefore it would be interesting to correlate the evolution of $V_{T0}$ obtained from the threshold voltage drift (Fig. 5 left inset) with values obtained from the threshold voltage [Fig. 6(b)] and amorphous resistance [Fig. 6(a)]. The relation between the amorphous resistance and threshold voltage when varying the pulse height is not a simple linear dependence on these cells. Therefore it is impossible to obtain accurate values of $V_{T0}$ from the data presented in Fig. 6. Moreover, taking into account the varying material properties (within a single fit) it is fundamentally not meaningful to derive $V_{T0}$ from the data in Fig. 6. However, the data of Fig. 5 show that when keeping the programming parameters constant it is possible to obtain very reproducible results. The reason is that now the changes in material properties occur between the different fits in Fig. 5 and these changes are reflected in the varying $V_{T0}$ values (Fig. 5 left inset).

As the cell is cycled beyond $3.3 \times 10^5$ cycles, the threshold voltage and amorphous resistance both drop significantly and the peak in the amorphous resistance occurs at higher pulse heights. The resistance of the molten region [Fig. 2(a)] and thus the program energy does not change during cycling. Therefore the observations cannot be explained by assuming that a significantly smaller area is molten. The most viable explanation is partial regrowth of the molten region during quenching that leads to a lower resistance and threshold voltage which has also been observed in TEM. This explanation is further supported by the following. Some of the data points in Fig. 6(b) (after $3.3 \times 10^5$ cycles), corresponding to lowest resistance values in Fig. 6(a), are missing as the cell crystallized “spontaneously” between the end of the resistance measurement and the application of the SET pulse. Switching the RF-relay and reprogramming (through the GPIB port) of the arbitrary function generator leads to ubiquitous spurious pulses that can crystallize only the most sensitive states i.e. states with a very small amorphous mark.

D. Isochronal crystallization

The crystallization temperature was measured at regular intervals during cycling (see Fig. 7). It was found to continuously decrease during cycling from about 125 °C to 90 °C. This continuous decrease is quite unexpected as the amorphous resistance shows stable values at least in the range from $10^2$ to $10^5$ cycles [Fig. 3(a)]. In this range the crystallization temperature decreases at least 15 °C. Interestingly, the continuous decrease in crystallization temperature is correlated with a continuous decrease in the threshold voltage (Fig. 7).

The crystallization temperature was also measured with ramp rates ($\varphi$) of 1, 2, 4, 8, 15, 30, and 60 K/min [Fig. 8(a)]. The upper inset of Fig. 8(a) shows the resistance-drift curves prior to the temperature ramp, which overlap for a time interval of more than three orders of magnitude. This proves that the cell could be returned to an identical state prior to each temperature measurement.

The activation energy of growth was obtained after the various numbers of cycles from Kissinger plots (figures not shown): The slope of $\ln(\varphi/T^2)$ vs $T^{-1}$ gives the activation energy, which was proven for these cells to be the same as the activation energy obtained from isothermal measurements.

The activation energy of growth was found to remain within $2.2 \pm 0.2$ eV during cycling [see Fig. 8(b)], i.e., no significant evolution with cycling was observed. This is in contrast with the crystallization temperature that shows a relatively dramatic evolution, i.e., decrease with cycling.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Initialization phase

It was shown in Fig. 3 that the amorphous cell resistance increases sharply during the first one hundred cycles. This increase is accompanied by a decrease of the resistance drift exponent $x$ from 0.075 ± 0.007 to 0.04 ± 0.01. Generally, drift has been attributed to either the dynamics of intrinsic traps or to stress release of the programmed amorphous region of the phase-change material. With each RESET pulse the crystalline to amorphous phase change causes a volumetric expansion of the order of 6%. However, also the material surrounding the active phase-change material can respond to and accommodate the volumetric expansion. This accommodation will definitely also occur during the initialization phase and then will not be an effect that is reactivated (RESET) by each RESET pulse, but will be a continuous process like we observed during the first ~100 cycles (see Fig. 3). The fact that we observed such strong initialization effects can be explained by a settle-in/compression of the surrounding (relatively) soft inorganic resist (HSQ) still present on top of these cells. TEM images have confirmed that after the initialization the line narrows at the location of the amorphous mark. As the relatively soft resist is compressed the molten region (with $15 \times 75$ nm² cross section perpendicular to the current direction) takes a more circular shape due to
However, this view contradicts the experimental evidence of change region gets with accommodation of the soft resist. Consistent with the larger volumetric freedom the active phasestrained. It is important to note that also the increase in amor-
decreases, because the programmed region becomes less con-
strained. This was repeated for various ramp rates as schematically depicted in the lower inset (see article text for more details).

The only difference is whether the drift of the amorphous resistance is directly related to stress release19 or that the amorphous resistance is a function of the number of traps, i.e., changing the value of the drift coefficient. It is important to note that in both explanations the material surrounding the active region does not evolve significantly. Various factors can play a role in this peculiar behavior of the crystalline resistance, but the following explanation appears most consistent.

Within the initialization phase, the threshold voltage continuously decreases during cycling. This implies that an inverse relation holds between the crystallization temperature and the amorphous resistance in the initialization phase. This clearly implies that the increase in amorphous resistance cannot be attributed to merely an increase of the length of the amorphous region in the line cell, but must be related to the increased freedom to expand.

The crystalline resistance shows a large increase followed by a decrease to a value still higher than the initial resistance. However, the resistance during melting (during the RESET pulse) and crystallization (during the SET pulse) do not evolve significantly. Various factors can play a role in this peculiar behavior of the crystalline resistance, but the following explanation appears most consistent.

The initial increase in crystalline resistance is caused by increasing tension in the line as it crystallizes and shrinks, because the PC material in the line remains bonded to the surrounding material that expands (in response to the expansion of the amorphous phase). This is in agreement with the previous explanation for the increasing amorphous resistance and decreasing drift exponent. After a certain number of cycles, corresponding to the maximum in the crystalline resistance, the PC material in the line physically becomes separated from the surrounding material and the crystalline phase is able to relax and can adopt a lower resistance. This separation can be directly observed using TEM22 as a narrowing (and most likely a thickening) of the line at the location of the amorphous mark.

**B. Usable life phase**

The cell behavior during the first $3.3 \times 10^5$ cycles showed a very consistent behavior [Fig. 6(a)]. For pulse heights up to 4.5 V the amorphous resistance increases slightly with pulse height and a decrease in amorphous resistance is observed for pulses larger than 4.5 V. This anomalous behavior is an
overprogramming artifact: The thermoelectric Thomson effect\textsuperscript{23} that was observed on line cells of identical composition (but different processing conditions)\textsuperscript{23} causes an asymmetrical thermal distribution in the line during programming. When applying more current than necessary and desirable for switching (overprogramming), part of the amorphous mark will appear partly outside the line and into one flap of the dog bone shaped phase change material. TEM images have confirmed that this is indeed the case.\textsuperscript{22} The amorphous region present outside the line that was not programmed before can display initialization effect complicating the analysis.

It is important to note that the conduction mechanism at low carrier concentrations (ohmic region at low read voltages) is fundamentally different from the conduction mechanism at high carrier concentrations. The RESET (and also SET) pulse always leads to a large current density (typically $7 \times 10^{11}$ A/m$^2$ during the RESET pulse) and large electric fields ($\sim 10^7$ V/m) within the line cell. During the RESET pulse (and SET pulse), the atoms in the programmed region become mobile.\textsuperscript{24–28} Atoms can be ionized and Sb$^{3+}$ and Te$^{2-}$ will move in opposite directions to the electric field. This movement particularly occurs in the molten region during the RESET pulse.\textsuperscript{28,29}

A natural consequence of this ionization of mobile atoms is that electromigration will take place during cycling and that the phase-change material will experience decomposition. Our observations show that the usable life phase of the line cell is characterized by a decrease of (i) the amorphous resistance [see Fig. 3(a)], (ii) crystalline resistance [see Fig. 3(a)], (iii) threshold voltage (see Fig. 4), and (iv) crystallization temperature [see Fig. 8(b)]. These observations are indeed consistently explained by decomposition of the programmed region caused by electromigration. During the RESET pulses the ionized atoms move in different directions with respect to the electric field. This will lead to regions enriched in either Sb or Te. Starting from the homogeneous phase-change alloy the decomposed alloy will always lead to a lowering of the crystallization temperature. It will be more difficult to produce amorphous regions in the decomposed material since a part of the melt-quenched region is able to recrystallize. Therefore, with smaller amorphous marks the amorphous resistance and threshold voltage will decrease.\textsuperscript{30}

Our measurements clearly indicate that the molten region during the RESET pulse is not affected by cycling; only quenching of this molten state into the amorphous state becomes increasingly difficult beyond $\sim 3.3 \times 10^5$ cycles. Finally amorphous marks cannot be produced (with the standard pulse settings) anymore beyond $10^5$ or $10^6$ cycles and the cell becomes stuck in the SET state (end of life). This is exactly what we observe and is thus consistently explained by electromigration induced decomposition of the phase-change material. Only with increasing the magnitude of the RESET pulse an amorphous region can be created. The region that melts during the pulse needs to be much larger to accommodate recrystallization. However, then also decomposition is accelerated by the higher programming current.

Figure 6 shows that the RESET pulse height chosen for the majority of the cycles [Fig. 3(a) to 4(a)] was at the maximum amorphous resistance up to $3.3 \times 10^5$ cycles where the line is fully amorphous. Afterwards, the decomposition started to become dominant and the shape of the amorphous resistance versus pulse height changed significantly [Fig. 6(a)]. Instead of having a maximum, the amorphous resistance developed a long slope that is explained by partial recrystallization after the RESET pulse. Decomposition fundamentally changes the amorphous structure and crystalliza-
tion temperature. As the crystallization temperature decreases the cell will naturally spend more time above the crystallization temperature as it melt-quenches. Recrystallization will lead to a smaller amorphous mark that will be more sensitive to ubiquitous spurious pulses ("spontaneous" SET, see Sec. III C and Fig. 6). This is exactly what we observe.

C. Temperature and activation energy of crystallization

The activation energy of crystallization [Fig. 8(b)] did not evolve significantly during cycling, because it is quantified as $2.2 \pm 0.2$ eV independent of cycling. A strong relation between activation energy and the dielectric material surrounding the phase change material was reported recently.\textsuperscript{31} Different activation energies where reported for identical phase change material when either SiO$_2$ or ZnS:SiO$_2$ where applied as a top layer. Furthermore, line cells with identical composition as reported here but instead capped with a SiO$_2$ passivation layer yielded an activation energy of 3.3 eV.\textsuperscript{32} Therefore the lack of evolution, within the error margin, of the activation energy measured here is an indication that the HSQ capping layer largely determines the activation energy. Phase change line cells of identical composition as presented in this study but capped with SiO$_3$ had been found to have a higher activation energy of 2.7 eV\textsuperscript{33} and 3.0 eV.\textsuperscript{32} A decrease in activation energy from 2.4 to 1.75 eV was reported in literature for an increase in Sb content.\textsuperscript{30} Although our measurement data were obtained for a much broader ramp-rate range than those of Ref. 30 we believe that isochronal measurement data are needed with a larger range before such a statement can actually be proven. Moreover, we measure in the line cells the combined effect of separate regions becoming enriched in either Te or Sb and therefore the measured activation energy is not directly related to a material with only an increased Sb content.

Figure 7 shows that during cycling the crystallization temperature (measured at a ramp rate of 30 K/min) decreased continuously from 125 $^\circ$C to 90 $^\circ$C. This decrease in crystallization temperature is accompanied by a decrease in threshold voltage. Although a reduction in programmed volume (length of the amorphous mark) will lead to a lower crystallization temperature and threshold voltage, it cannot, on its own, explain the drop in both quantities over the complete life of the cells. A reduction of the amorphous mark length of three orders of magnitude would be required to explain the observed change in crystallization temperature which is not in accordance with the observed limited change in threshold voltage and amorphous resistance. However, it can be associated with part of the life cycle, in particular after $3.3 \times 10^5$ where recrystallization of the amorphous region is believed to
become apparent (Sec. IV B). Our conclusion is that the threshold voltage and crystallization temperature are both closely related to the decomposition of the amorphous volume (see inset of Fig. 7). The decomposed material, with separate regions enriched in either Sb or Te, exhibits an overall lower crystallization temperature. As a consequence the amorphous-phase resistance and the threshold voltage also decrease. The threshold field, at which electrical breakdown occurs, is known to vary greatly among materials.\textsuperscript{8,34} Furthermore, the extrapolated threshold voltage at zero amorphous mark size is finite and also material dependent.\textsuperscript{8,11,18,34} The phenomenological threshold voltage is therefore related to both quantities and the length of the amorphous mark. A decrease of both the crystallization temperature and threshold voltage accompanied by a decrease of the amorphous resistivity of almost an order of magnitude was observed for increasing the Sb content in Sb\textsubscript{x}Te\textsubscript{(1−x)} alloys ($x \geq 0.64$)\textsuperscript{30} which is consistent without data.

The general view today is that the electrical breakdown during the threshold event is a purely electrical phenomenon.\textsuperscript{8,34,35} However, Karpov et al.\textsuperscript{11} have provided an alternative explanation that relates threshold switching to nucleation of conductive (cylindrical) crystalline filaments induced and stabilized by the electric field. Although the doped SbTe alloy used here\textsuperscript{36} is a fast growth material, with little chance of nucleation, the crystallization kinetics at sub-threshold field strength could be fundamentally different. For completeness, we put forward this alternative explanation for threshold switching, because it naturally explains our observation that the threshold voltage is directly related to the crystallization temperature.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work presents an extensive study on phase change random access memory, and in particular the horizontal line cell geometry.\textsuperscript{6} Many cell properties (i.e., the amorphous and crystalline resistances, amorphous resistance drift, threshold voltage, threshold-voltage drift, crystallization temperature, and activation energy for crystallization) were measured during cell cycling on the same cells and can therefore be directly related. Cells can be cycled typically 100 million times and show stable properties after an initialization phase of about 100 cycles up to about $5 \times 10^5$ cycles. Beyond this number of cycles the amorphous resistance, the threshold voltage and the crystallization temperature decrease significantly. This behavior is attributed to electromigration induced decomposition of the active phase-change material in the line cell.

Generally, it is assumed and also demonstrated that the threshold voltage ($V_T$) and the amorphous phase resistance ($R_a$) are linked in a rigid way. We show that in our measurements the $R_a$ is not the dominating factor for predicting the threshold voltage $V_T$. By varying the magnitude of the RESET pulse the $R_a$ shows a peak value while the threshold voltage $V_T$ continuously increases leading to both a positive and negative dependence between $R_a$ and $V_T$. Furthermore, the evolution of the threshold voltage can be linked to the evolution of the crystallization temperature. The crystallization temperature and threshold voltage appear to continuously decrease during cycling due to electromigration induced decomposition and follow a remarkably similar trend.

As the crystallization temperature drops, the molten region can partly recrystallize as it is melt-quenched, i.e., more time is spent above the crystallization temperature leading to smaller amorphous mark, which starts to become apparent after $\sim 3.3 \times 10^5$ cycles. Finally the cell becomes stuck in the SET state after typically 10 to 100 million cycles. Although the material is still molten during the application of a RESET pulse this does not load to an amorphous melt-quenched state as the cell fully crystallizes directly after the pulse.
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